
6 Observations on the Law and its Significance 

1. The laws of the Pentateuch don’t comprise a legal code 

The Biblical narrative of Israel receiving the law is just that: a narrative. 

(Remember: Israel’s time at Sinai was a year. The law is given over time, not all “downloaded” at once.) 

What we, the readers, are seeing is the ongoing account of God setting forth the terms of a covenant agreement with 
His chosen people. 

If this is a strict law code, it doesn’t make sense for the narrative portions to be interspersed. 

We’re seeing the progressive development of a relationship. 

(Think of it in terms of parent-to-child over the course of the child’s development.) 

The sum total of laws for Israel to follow doesn’t seem to be included. 

What we do have, then, is the basis for a much more comprehensive set of laws that aren’t necessarily completely 
detailed in the narrative. 

So we need to ask the purpose of the ones we are seeing. Is there something bigger being hinted at in what we have 
provided for us? 

The Hebrew word “torah” – typically translated as “law” – is rendered in many Jewish texts as “teaching” or 
“instruction.” 

We see evidence of torah as “teaching” rather than “law” when we notice that the first five books of the Bible are called the 
Torah, but they contain much more than laws. The Torah contains the story of the creation and fall, and God’s covenants, 
his rescue of his people from slavery, and his training them to be his people in the desert. All of the Torah teaches us 
about God’s ways and purposes, and about the nature of man. But only part of it is actually law. The Penteuch is 
specifically called the Torah, because it is understood to be the teaching given through Moses, but the word Torah is often 
used in a larger sense to describe all of Scripture. 

This emphasis helps us see God in a more positive light. Now the word “torah” reminds us that rather than being primarily 
a lawgiver or a policeman waiting to punish us, God is a loving Father instructing his children in how to live. Jesus, who 
instructed his disciples and the crowds, was simply imitating his Father in teaching us how to have life, and have it more 
abundantly. 

As we read the laws, we need to continually be looking to see what God was trying to teach His people, and by 
extension, teach us (remember Rom. 15:4). 

 

2. The laws embody a set of symbolic ideals 

In any given law, something higher or broader is being expressed. 

So, if you step back and ask, “What are the core ideas underneath these laws?” it may be that we begin to see a handful 
of things being worked out. 

For example, consider the following seemingly unrelated commands from a parent to a child: 

“Don’t run in the church building.” 

“Don’t chew with your mouth open.” 

“Remember to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you.’” 



The activities aren’t related in and of themselves, but the underlying concept is the same: courtesy for others. 

Jesus does a similar thing in the Sermon on the Mount, relating multiple unrelated activities (murder, adultery, revenge, 
etc.) to a single root theme: the heart. 

This may be more difficult in some places than others, but here are some potential starters: 

Ritual Calendar – sacred time specifically for godly reflection 

Sacrifices – Atonement and transformation 

Holiness/purity – God is the source of life & beauty. We can’t come into his presence with signs of death or decay 

Civil Law – Loving your neighbor as yourself because they are made in God’s image 

Criminal law – Justice; intolerance of corruption and  misbehavior, which don’t reflect God’s character 

 

3. The laws embody and revolutionize kingdom concepts of the time period 

Whenever we discuss studying the Bible, one of the primary means of deciphering meaning is to determine context. 

Consider the context of the narrative in the midst of the surrounding kingdoms of the day: Hittite, Assyrian, Babylonian, 
Egyptian, etc. 

Each of these kingdoms (and others like them) formed covenant agreements with vassal kingdoms that they conquered, 
some of which read very similar to the covenant language in the Bible. 

Joshua Berman, Created Equal: How the Bible Broke With Ancient Political Thought: 

“Of the dozens an dozens of ancient covenant documents, they’re all between a king and another king. Only one is 
between a king and a whole people group… And it’s presented as a marriage. The phrase, ‘I will be their God and they 
will be My people’ is the variation we find in the Song of Songs: ‘I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine.” 

So in the context of kings making covenants with other kings, the law represents a divine King making a covenant with 
the people. 

In that cultural context, the people occupy the other king slot. 

And it’s not just the people as a whole: it’s each individual person elevated to the status of royal covenant partner. 

Which brings us to another break in ancient thought: each person has value in the covenant because they are created in 
the image of God. 

In the ancient kingdoms – Egypt, for example – this would be a preposterous notion. Only Pharaoh could (and would) 
make such a claim. 

In the Babylonian creation story, the gods grow tired of having to feed themselves, so they make mankind into slaves, 
except for the king and his family, who are “conveniently” related to deity. 

Consider laws surrounding social equality: 

Slaves rested on the Sabbath with their masters. 

Debts are canceled every seven years. 

Interest couldn’t be charged on loans. 

Farmers owned their own land and were required to leave a part of that land unharvested for the sake of immigrants. 



These types of laws aren’t found in the other kingdoms of the day. 

 

4. The laws connect to the overall biblical narrative 

The story begins with man being created and being given a command, but later man failed when he “saw” and “took”. 

Noah was a righteous man while the rest of the earth was bent on evil. They “saw” and “took”. 

Abraham “listened to God’s voice, His statutes, His commands and His instructions (torah).” 

Now Israel is at Sinai, getting ready to receive the covenant. God prefaces the law with a stipulation to hear and obey 
(Exod. 19:5-6). 

To listen to God’s voice is to keep the covenant.  

The whole narrative is about listening to the voice (the Word) of God. 

Scripture is a series of covenants stipulated on knowing the Lord by listening to his instructions (torah). 

And a narrative about how humans also perpetually fail to do so. 

Once part of this series of covenants is the 600 some-odd commands given to Moses to give life through “loving God, 
obeying His voice and holding fast to Him.” 

 

5. The purpose of the laws is fulfilled in Jesus (Matt 5:17) 

God gives the law so that we know how to choose life. 

However in giving the opportunity to do right through the command, there is also opportunity to do wrong. 

But that doesn’t make the law bad. Our response to the law is what is right or wrong. 

Throughout scripture, we see Israel choose wrong over and over. And just like in Gen 3, they go into exile and 
oppression over and over.  

That’s why they were so anxious for the Messiah! They were tired of getting pushed around by other nations. 

So when Jesus comes onto the scene, He is the One who will ultimately keep all the commands, listening to God’s voice 
and obeying it completely until their purpose is accomplished. 

Since He fulfilled the law once for all, putting sin to death on the cross, He also “fills the gaps” for us as we, too, fail to 
listen to God’s instruction. 

That’s grace! That’s atonement! 

Which we are familiar with because of the law. 

 

6. The laws are a source of wisdom for all generations 

My covenant relationship with God isn’t determined by the statues found in Exodus-Deuteronomy, but rather in the 
death, burial and resurrection of Jesus. 

But as we already saw, the statutes point to the same ideals that lead to knowing the Lord. 

Prov. 1:7 says that “the fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge.” 



When we respect God’s laws (granting the knowledge of good and evil), it grants access to the tree of life (Prov. 3:13, 
18). 

We make the choice to pass by something that, to our understanding, is desirable - so that we can come to an 
understanding of something much bigger. 

 


